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Comprehension of natural language – stories, conversa-

tions, text – is very simple for those doing the

comprehending and very complex for cognitive neuros-

cientists. It also presents a paradox: the advantage of

the left hemisphere (LH) for most language tasks is one

of the best-established facts about the brain; yet, when

it comes to comprehending complex, natural language,

the right hemisphere (RH) might play an important role.

Accumulated evidence from neuropsychology, neuroi-

maging, and neuroanatomy suggests at least three

roughly separable (but highly interactive) components

of semantic processing. Each process in turn has

bilateral components, with the RH component perform-

ing coarser computations for the same general process.

Examining asymmetrical brain and cognitive functions

provides a unique opportunity for understanding the

neural basis of complex cognition.
Introduction

How do people comprehend ‘natural language’ like stories,
texts, and conversations? It’s a complex behavior, calling
upon numerous cognitive and neural systems. A great deal
of research has focused on how people decode written and
spoken input into words, retrieve word meanings, and
parse syntax. For over a century, the consensus has been
that frontal and temporoparietal regions of the left
hemisphere (LH) are crucial for these fundamental
language processes. Investigating how the brain converts
a continuous stream of words into meaningful communi-
cation has proceeded more slowly, but recent research is
beginning to reveal how the brain comprehends natural
language. One preliminary conclusion is that, as language
input gets increasingly complex, there is increasing
involvement of anterior temporal regions and of right
hemisphere (RH) homologues [1–4] to classic LH language
areas.

Several lines of evidence suggest that in addition to
well-known LH language processing, the RH also contrib-
utes to language comprehension. First, qualitatively
different semantic processing is manifest in distinct
patterns of sensitivity to various semantic relations for
words presented to the LH or RH of healthy subjects, via
the right or left visual hemifield (rvf-LH or lvf-RH).
Second, some patients with RH brain damage have subtle
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deficits in comprehending natural language (reviewed in
[3,5]). Third, neuroimaging studies often reveal neural
activity in the RH during language tasks. Hundreds of
neuroimaging studies reveal strong neural activity in the
LH during language tasks [1–4]; but many of these studies
also observe weak signal in homologous (anatomically
equivalent) areas of the RH [2,3]. Moreover, a growing
number of studies report RH greater than LH brain
activity while subjects perform higher-level language
tasks, such as comprehending metaphors [6–9], getting
jokes [10,11], deriving themes [12], and drawing infer-
ences [13], generating the best endings to sentences [14]
mentally repairing grammatical errors [15], detecting
story inconsistencies [16], and determining narrative
event sequences [17]. This is not to say that the RH
performs all the above functions, but it appears to
contribute to them, at least in some circumstances.

Fourth, the RH can (sometimes) support language
recovery. For instance, children with early brain damage
[18], even those who have their entire LH removed (to
treat epilepsy) during early adolescence [19], can recover
most language abilities. Some (not all) adult patients who
recover from aphasia (due to LH brain damage) show
concomitant increased processing in homologous areas of
the intact RH [20–22]. It is unlikely that patients grow
new language areas in the RH; it seems more likely that
RH language areas can become more finely tuned to
perform tasks normally better performed by the LH.
Finally, information processing is supported by neural
substrates, and the two hemispheres are anatomically
more similar than different. There are size asymmetries in
some language areas, but there don’t appear to be cortical
areas or pathways that are present in the LH but absent in
the RH. The known asymmetries might correlate with
language function, but not perfectly [23,24]). By contrast,
at the microanatomical level, there are numerous
asymmetries [25] that could support distinct compu-
tations (see Box 1) within a process, conferring distinct
advantages to each hemisphere.
Semantic processing in natural language: Bilateral

Activation, Integration, and Selection (BAIS)

Given the above evidence, a plausible account of how the
brain supports natural language comprehension must
consider hemispheric differences in language-related
processes. In this article, I delineate a framework of
multiple bilateral semantic processes that cooperatively
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Box 1. Coarseness of coding and neural microcircuitry

More than a metaphor, the term ‘coarse semantic coding’ is intended

to spur investigation into the neural and computational bases of

language asymmetries. Hemispheric studies are useful for linking

wiring patterns to cognition generally, because the two hemispheres

and their functions are more alike than different, making it potentially

easier to relate wiring patterns to cognitive processes.

Both hemispheres process semantic information in highly distrib-

uted networks [63]. I propose that the evidence points to RH

processing being more coarsely tuned than LH processing, because

a greater spread of inputs and outputs in RH semantic areas produces

more diffuse semantic activation, compared with homologous LH

semantic areas. This view is consistent with data suggesting that the

RH is generally more interconnected than the LH (for review, see [5]):

Compared with the LH, the RH has a greater proportion of white matter

(i.e. connections between neurons), a higher correlation of activity

across regions, more diffuse electrophysiological responses, and

more diffuse functional (e.g. motoric) deficits consequent to similar

sized brain lesions.

This view is also consistent with asymmetries in cortical micro-

circuitry of language areas that influence how neurons spread

information [5,25,64]. For example, at the cellular level, pyramidal

cell dendrites branch further from the soma and ultimately into more

branches with more dendritic spines, on average, in the RH than in the

LH. Such circuitry favors more input from relatively distant sources in

the RH, and from close sources in the LH [25].

Because functional and structural levels of brain organization are

interdependent, some effects at each level get passed through to

higher levels. Thus, cortical mini-columns, macro-columns, and

functional areas are more highly overlapping and more densely

interconnected in the RH than in the LH [65]. Overall, these

microcircuitry asymmetries suggest broader input and projection

fields, and greater functional overlap across processing units in the RH

than in the LH – precisely the conditions that should foster coarser

coding.

It is a huge leap from dendritic branching to natural language

comprehension; but cognitive asymmetries exist in language proces-

sing, microcircuitry asymmetries exist in language areas, and

semantic processing clearly requires neural activity. Moreover, coarse

coding (population or vector coding) is well studied, neurally and

computationally, in many domains. Therefore, I hope such an

explanation of complex language asymmetries will lead to scrutiny

at the neural and computational levels.
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construct meaning from natural language. Here, the term
semantic is used broadly, to denote any function pertain-
ing to the extraction and elaboration of meaning from
language input, rather than in the more restrictive sense
often intended in linguistics. The framework is organized
around two basic principles:

(1) At least three distinct but highly interactive com-
ponents of semantic processing, supported by three
separable brain areas, are crucial for natural language
comprehension: semantic activation, semantic inte-
gration, and semantic selection (see Figure 1). There
could well be additional semantic processes or
subprocesses, but these three provide a substantive
part of the language comprehension network.

(2) Each type of semantic processing occurs bilaterally,
but – perhaps owing to neural microcircuitry (see
Box 1) – the hemispheres compute information
differently, such that the RH performs relatively
coarser semantic coding. LH semantic coding is still
TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 
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Figure 1. Three component semantic processes that contribute to natural language

comprehension: semantic activation, in posterior middle/superior temporal gyri;

semantic integration, in anterior middle/superior temporal gyri; and semantic

selection, in inferior frontal gyrus. The three components are proposed to have

counterparts in both hemispheres (i.e. a RH and a LH version of each process), and

to interact across processes and across hemispheres.
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highly distributed (not localist), but is relatively fine
compared with that of the RH.

These complementary RH and LH processing streams
described in (1) interact, but each performs its own
computation at every processing stage. The component
processes in (2) are highly interactive. In the real world, it
is unlikely that any one of these would ever be engaged in
isolation of the other two. In the laboratory, the best we
can do is to contrast tasks that tip the balance of
processing towards one process or another. In the
following, I present evidence for each of these putative
semantic processes, and their bilateral nature.
Semantic activation in posterior middle temporal gyrus

When people encounter words, they think about, or
activate, information related to each input word.
‘Semantic activation’ provides initial access to semantic
representations (which are themselves distributed), acti-
vating features and first-order associations of the input
word. Based on lesion and neuroimaging data [2–4],
semantic activation depends largely on bilateral Wer-
nicke’s areas – especially posterior middle and superior
temporal gyri (MTG, STG). Related processes might be
supported by angular and supramarginal gyri [26], and
perhaps inferior temporal lobe [27], with distinct areas
important for different modalities of input and character-
istics of information.

The information activated in response to input can be
termed a ‘semantic field’, analogous to a sensory receptive
field (although it is actually a projective field). According
to the current framework, each input word elicits a
semantic field in each hemisphere, a strongly focused
one in the LH and a diffuse one in the RH (see Figure 2).
The two hemispheres probably store similar represen-
tations, but differ in the way they dynamically access
information. The semantic fields activated in response to
input are shaped by context, and each hemisphere is
particularly sensitive to different contexts, and differently
modulated by attention and time course.
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Figure 2. (a) The LH strongly activates small and focused semantic fields, containing information closely related to the dominant meaning of input word(s). By contrast, the RH

weakly activates large diffuse semantic fields, including information distantly related to the words, providing only a coarse interpretation, insufficient for many language

tasks. (b) However, the larger semantic fields of the RH are more likely to overlap, allowing weak activation to summate, when input includes multiple distantly related words.

Therefore, the RH is sensitive to distant semantic relations, and comprehenders capitalize on this sensitivity when understanding natural language, particularly figurative

language or unusual constructions. (c) Neurons in RH and LH language areas differ in several characteristics likely to affect computations; for example, pyramidal neurons in

the RH have longer initial dendritic branches and more synapses further from the soma, on average, than LH neurons. This causes RH neurons to receive a broader and more

overlapping field of inputs than those of the LH (see also Box 1; [51]) (Figure adapted with permission from [68].) d. LH cortical columns are more widely spaced than RH

cortical columns, with less overlap among input fields.
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Ultimately, the LH quickly focuses semantic activation
on features related to the dominant, literal or contextually
relevant meaning while inhibiting features related to the
subordinate or contextually irrelevant meanings. This
strong categorical semantic activation is conducive to
most language comprehension tasks, and especially to
production – speakers must produce a single word, not a
hybrid of several related ones. By contrast, the RH
maintains weak, diffuse semantic activation of a broader
semantic field, including distant and unusual semantic
features, features that seem irrelevant to the context, and
secondary word meanings [28–32]). These large semantic
fields provide only a coarse interpretation, rife with
ambiguity. For instance, if you were listening to a story
and heard the word ‘foot’, but couldn’t determine whether
it referred to twelve inches or a part of the body, you would
quickly get bogged down, unable to follow rapidly
unfolding natural language.

However, coarse semantic activation has some
advantages. Given multiple input words, larger seman-
tic fields are more likely to overlap than smaller, more
focused semantic fields. Thus, the RH is more sensitive
than the LH to distant semantic relations, as observed
when people make semantic relatedness judgments to
words presented to the rvf-LH versus the lvf-RH [31].
People also show stronger semantic priming (i.e.
www.sciencedirect.com
facilitated responses) in the lvf-RH than in the rvf-LH
for target words that are distantly related to preceding
prime words, but stronger priming in the rvf-LH for
target words closely related to the preceding primes
[28–30,32]. Event related potentials (ERPs), particularly
when paired with visual hemi-field presentations, also
demonstrate hemispheric differences in semantic pro-
cessing [33]. Reduced N400 amplitude (indicating
semantic relatedness) to lvf-RH target words indicates
the RH is particularly sensitive to: feature overlap in
the absence of associations [34]; indirect (i.e. mediated)
semantic relations [35]; unusual interpretations [36];
and joke endings [10,28].

The biggest advantage conveyed by coarse semantic
coding arises when people process multiple distantly
related words, as in natural language. On a smaller
scale, when people view three-word primes (foot–glass–
pain) where each word is distantly related to a target word
(CUT), weak semantic activation from the three prime
words appears to summate in the RH, yielding stronger
priming for lvf-RH than for rvf-LH target words. By
contrast, a single strongly related prime word (scissors)
yields stronger priming for rvf-LH than for lvf-RH target
words [37]. Such crossover interactions demonstrate
qualitative rather than quantitative differences in seman-
tic processing.
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When understanding natural language, larger seman-
tic fields could include information that initially seems
irrelevant, but which turns out to be important. Thus,
coarser semantic activation sets the stage for the RH to
contribute uniquely to natural language comprehension.
Although semantic activation initiates processing, seman-
tic integration and selection rapidly interact, elaborating
on the initial processing asymmetries.

Semantic integration in anterior temporal lobes

‘Semantic integration’ supports message-level interpret-
ation by computing the degree of semantic overlap among
multiple semantic fields. A host of results support the
contention that semantic integration depends on bilateral
anterior (anterior to primary auditory cortex) superior
temporal gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS),
extending into middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and tem-
poral pole (although that area can be difficult to image
with fMRI). Semantic integration in this anterior tem-
poral area (hereafter aSTG) detects, elaborates, and
refines higher order semantic relations.

This is the most controversial of the three processes
(see also Box 2), and a good example of how neuroimaging
data can inform cognitive theory. It is hypothetically
possible that semantic activation and semantic inte-
gration could be served by a single cortical area, but the
evidence – limited though it is – suggests otherwise. When
people process meanings of isolated words, activity
increases in posterior temporal cortex. When people
comprehend (read or listen to) sentences or stories, neural
activity increases in aSTG or temporal pole, bilaterally
[1,2,16,38–40].

When people perform tasks emphasizing semantic
integration, neuroimaging signal can be predominantly
right-sided [12], and patients with RH brain damage (with
an intact LH) can have selective difficulties – they do not
appear aphasic, but may miss the gist of stories or
conversations (reviewed in [5]). Consider how people
derive and use story themes. When comprehending
stories, the title gives people a framework for under-
standing the passage. Omitting the title removes a link
between distantly related story elements, so comprehen-
sion requires more semantic integration, and in such
conditions subjects show increased neural activity in
Box 2. Semantic integration: why, and why here?

Why is semantic integration a separate cognitive process, requiring a

distinct cortical area? Ultimately, these are empirical questions, and

available data indicate that anterior temporal areas are involved in

semantic integration and posterior temporal areas are involved in

semantic activation. One possible advantage of an additional brain

area dedicated to semantic integration is that, like the ‘hidden layer’ in

neural networks, it might facilitate recognition of higher-order

semantic relations – relations that depend on other relations. For

example, two concepts not directly related to each other might

generally be ‘related’ because they share some other relations in

common: either because both are related to similar concepts, or

because they are both linked to a single concept within a story.

Also, a distinct brain region supporting semantic integration could

allow the brain to refine, elaborate and select integrative concepts.

Complex semantic relations are important for communication, and a

dedicated brain region would allow such information to be attended,
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the anterior temporal lobe in the RH, and decreased
activity in some homologous LH regions [12]. Also, when
people detect information inconsistent with the global
context (e.g. a change in character emotion, or a violation
of temporal order), neural activity increases in right
anterior temporal lobe [16]. Similar RH areas are active
when people mentally repair grammatical errors in
sentences, requiring construction of new semantic
relations [15], or when they generate the ‘best ending’ to
a sentence [14]. These results echo the difficulties
(reviewed in [5]) that some RHD patients have under-
standing or deriving the theme of stories, organizing
sentences into stories, recalling connections between story
elements, and mentally rearranging words in a sentence.

Drawing causal inferences also requires semantic
integration. Most people, when hearing the following
excerpt: ‘Samantha was walking on the beach in bare feet,
not knowing there was glass nearby. Then she felt pain,
and called the lifeguard for help’, would infer that she cut
her foot. When healthy subjects comprehend stories that
imply causal events, inference-related semantic priming is
found earlier in the lvf-RH, and later in the rvf-LH,
suggesting that the hemispheres play complementary
roles in drawing connective inferences [41]. Some RHD
patients have difficulty drawing such inferences [42], and
do not show inference-related priming [43]. Moreover,
when people read sentence pairs requiring inferences, the
pattern of fMRI signal in RH STG resembles patterns of
behavioral responses thought to indicate inferencing [13].
However, some studies fail to observe RH-specific neural
activity when people process text that encourages
inferences [44].

Comprehending figurative language places particular
demands on semantic integration, and could be aided by
processing in RH temporal cortex [3]. For instance,
metaphors capitalize on distant semantic relations
between words, especially metaphors that are more
novel, more creative, and less salient. Metaphors can be
difficult for some patients with RH brain damage to
process [45]. Healthy people show semantic priming of
metaphors meanings more consistently when responding
to lvf-RH than to rvf-LH target words [46,47]. Some
studies [6–9] reveal neural activity in RH temporal cortex
when people comprehend metaphors, although other
selected, elaborated and manipulated to improve our understanding.

Analogously, all the information about visual motion is embedded

within neural responses in primary visual cortex, but an additional

brain area elaborates processing about visual motion.

Inferior temporal lobe is important for visual processing and STG for

auditory processing, so STS and MTG might be ideally placed to

integrate across modalities. In fact, STG and MTG each have cortical

patches receiving inputs from one sensory modality located very near

patches receiving inputs from other modalities, and between these are

still other patches that respond to multimodal stimuli [66]. It has been

argued [64] that the long intrinsic connections in STG – outside

primary auditory cortex – are well-suited to integration across

processing areas; these connections are longer in the RH than in the

LH [64]. It could be that semantic processing becomes increasingly

complex and hierarchical from posterior to anterior STG/MTG, just as

proposed for visual processing along inferior temporal cortex [67].
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studies show stronger activity in the LH (e.g. [48]). Thus,
RH semantic processing appears to contribute to under-
standing metaphors, a creative aspect of language
comprehension. Creative problem solving, such as solving
verbal problems with insight, also seems to benefit from
RH semantic processing and particularly RH aSTG [49–
51].

Another view suggests that RH semantic processing is
integrative, whereas LH semantic processing is predic-
tive, narrowing the scope of expectations of upcoming
input [13]. However, the RH seems particularly sensitive
to concepts that support predictive inferences [41], and it
is possible that apparent differences in predicting infor-
mation are related to coarseness of semantic activation
and integration. Some components of discourse processing
require tight semantic integration, and could depend
heavily on LH processing; I have emphasized RH
contributions because they are less well known. Other
aspects of discourse processing may depend on what
linguists refer to as pragmatics rather than semantic
processing, strictly defined; but it is parsimonious to
account for as much language comprehension as possible
with relatively bottom-up semantic processing, broadly
defined. Anatomically, some areas of aSTG are seemingly
involved in other functions, although some appear to be
integrative in their own right [52].

Despite these caveats, the consensus evidence is
consistent with the possibility that bilateral aSTG
supports semantic integration, more coarsely in the RH
than in the LH. Semantic integration extrapolates on
asymmetries in semantic activation, providing integrative
concepts that could be selected, and can also operate on
selected concepts to construct complex representations of
natural language.
Semantic selection in inferior frontal gyrus

‘Semantic selection’ is the interactive process by which
competing activated concepts are sorted out, inhibiting
competing concepts while selecting one concept for action
(including but not limited to response production), or for
consciousness. Selection modulates word-level semantic
activation and message-level semantic integration. There
is strong evidence that semantic selection depends on the
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Indeed, it has been proposed
that the IFG performs selection more generally, with
semantic selection being just one aspect [53–58].
Box 3. Questions for future research

† Are there multiple components of semantic activation, perhaps

modality specific, in and around Wernicke’s area? Some evidence

suggests that inferior temporal, suprmarginal, and angular gyri may

be important for semantic processing.

† Is semantic integration different from ‘incorporation’ proposed by

classic models of text comprehension? It seems likely that the

behavior described as incorporation – integrating the main prop-

ositions of the text into a coherent representation – would occur within

the network described here, emphasizing semantic integration to

construct representations, rather than to process input.

† Are there multiple components within inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)?

Even studies purportedly demonstrating that IFG performs selection
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Many semantic tasks evoke neuroimaging signal in the
left IFG, and patients with damage in the left (or bilateral)
IFG can have subtle deficits in semantic processing. IFG
has variously been proposed to be important for directing
semantic retrieval [59]; semantic decision-making and
executive processes [3]; and semantic selection [53,57].
Semantic selection, broadly conceived, seems the best
candidate to subsume the other putative processes – for
instance, highlighting concepts during directed semantic
retrieval. It also is highly likely that multiple functions
are supported by IFG; at the least, different portions of
this large gyrus could support several related – or
unrelated – functions.

The degree that tasks require rapid selection among
competing representations, for semantic decisions or
output, is strongly associated with the degree of IFG
activity, usually in the LH (reviewed in [54]). This is
consistent with relatively finer semantic coding in the LH,
because strong and focused semantic fields are more
conducive to selection than diffuse semantic fields; if left
IFG engages in relatively fine semantic selection, then it
should have a double advantage in selecting concepts,
compared with right IFG. However, there is some evidence
that IFG in the RH is important for tasks requiring
selection [60], particularly when information to be
selected is more strongly activated in the RH than in the
LH [17,61]. For instance, when people are given a common
noun (e.g. cake) and asked to produce a typical use (‘bake’
or ‘eat’), the left IFG is strongly active; but when asked to
produce an unusual use (e.g. ‘sell’) of such nouns, the right
IFG is more strongly active [62].

Altogether, evidence suggests bilateral components of
IFG to be involved in semantic selection or some closely
related process, allowing comprehenders to select con-
cepts – given by the text or derived through integration –
for output or to build their mental representation of
natural language input.
Conclusions and future directions

Evidence from cognitive neuroscience is approaching a
critical mass of data regarding the neural bases of natural
language comprehension. Current data support a biologi-
cally plausible model with at least three semantic
processes, each with components in both hemispheres –
bilateral activation, integration and selection (BAIS).
These components comprise a bilateral network of highly
interactive semantic processing to interpret input and
show multiple loci of involvement, and also show strong involvement

in the ‘no selection’ condition – just not as much as in the selection

condition.

† What is the precise role of the medial frontal gyrus (MeFG) in

detecting, maintaining, or building coherent natural language rep-

resentations [21]. Do right and left MeFG compute coherence

differently, but more coarsely in the right?

† Does the RH participate in all language processes, even syntax,

in each case computing information more coarsely than does the

LH?

† When and how do hemispheres share information, and when and

how do they maintain different semantic processes?
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organize representations of natural language. These
qualitative differences allow a two-pronged approach to
natural language comprehension: rapid interpretation
and tight links in the LH, and maintenance of broader
meaning activation and recognition of distant relations in
the RH. Future studies should further specify the precise
nature of these putative components, additional processes
responding to natural language coherence [16,44] or other
forms of semantic activation, as well as the interaction
between these and other language, and general cognitive,
processes (see Box 3). Finally, it is time to integrate the
basic findings of hemispheric asymmetries in neural
microcircuitry [25] with those of complex cognitive
processes, because differences in microcircuitry must
have computational implications, and asymmetries in
language function must emerge from a neural substrate.
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